Introduction
Ever since the first investigation reported by (Askar'yan (1962) ) and subsequently followed by (Chiao et al. (1964) ) on self-trapping of optical beams, this nonlinear generic process had been focus of attention for nearly five decades and is still being actively pursued by researchers worldwise because of their relevance to a number of newly discovered process. The self-focusing being a genuinely nonlinear phenomenon arising out of nonlinear response of material medium leading to its modified refractive index. Theoretical analysis of self-focusing, self-trapping and filamentation of laser has been reported by Akhmanov et al. (1968) , developed by Sodha et al. (1976) and Kaw et al. (1973) . Sodha et al. (1976) extended the laser beam self-focusing to variety of media such as dielectrics, semiconductors and plasmas under considering different nonlinear mechanisms (Sodha et al. (1974) ).
In a variety of applications, the fundamental T EM 00 mode plays a vital role on account of its specific characteristics with a simple Gaussian intensity profile. Most of the research work on self-focusing of the laser beam has been con-
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fined to sinusoidal-Gaussian beam in complex systems (Casperson et al. (1997) investigation on these beams, till date, to the best of our knowledge is limited to revealing linear propagation characteristics. However, at high power nonlinear effects will manifest themselves and issues such as self-focusing become very crucial. A special case of the HSG laser beams is cosh-Gaussian beam which confines a high portion of its energy to the outer lobes of the beam. A review of literature highlights the fact that the propagation characteristics of cosh-Gaussian laser beams in plasma have not been studied to a significant extent. In relatively recent studies, the propagation of cosh-Gaussian laser beams in turbulent atmosphere, cubic quintic nonlinear media and parabolic medium has been investigated in detail (Eyyuboglu & Baykal (2005) ; Konar et al. (2007); Patil et al. (2009) ). In the present investigation, author has studied evolution of cosh-Gaussian laser beam in a plasma with linear absorption when both relativistic and ponderomotive nonlinearities are taken into account using variational approach.
In this communication, a model is set up in a weakly relativistic regime in underdense plasma starting from Ampere's and Faraday's laws. These equations under approximate conditions leads to an evolution equation. Lagrangian for the problem is set up, and variational approach is used. Author has studied the critical power curves also.
Basic formulation

The present model is set up in a weakly relativistic regime in underdense plasma.
Starting from Ampere's and Faraday's laws and in the absence of the external charge and current, we have the following set of equations:
where E and B are the electric and magnetic field vectors respectively. D = ǫ E is the displacement vector. Also, the induced current density due to laserplasma-interaction exists in the dielectric permittivity, ǫ.
Combining the above two equations gives:
Assuming wave propagation in z-direction and the electric and magnetic fields in the xy-plane, Eq. (5.3) is reduced to:
Further the relativistic ponderomotive (RP) force on the electrons modifies the electron density. The RP force on electrons is given by:
where m e0 is the electron mass in the absence of the external field and γ is called the relativistic factor defined as follows:
Following Niknam et al. (2009) , the dielectric permittivity for the cold plasma is: 
where n e0 is the maximum electron density at the place in which the laser electric field is zero. We obtain the following evolution equation governing the electric field envelope in collisionless plasmas as follows:
where
Eq. (5.11) is a nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation in which first term has its origin in diffractional divergence, in third term within parenthesis, "1" is the free space propagation term, and rest corresponds to relativistic and ponderomotive self-focusing terms. We use procedure of Anderson & Bonnedal (1979) to reformulate Eq. (5.11) into a variational problem corresponding to a Lagrangian L, so as to make δL δz = 0. Solving Eq. (5.11) is equivalent to making a certain function an extremum. We multiply Eq. (5.11) by rE * both sides to obtain:
Again multiplying Eq. (5.11) by rE both sides and taking its complex conjugate, we have:
Adding Eq. (5.12) and (5.13), we get:
Integrating second term with respect to (w.r.t.) r and making use of the result r 0
corresponding to Eq. (5.11) is given by:
Thus, the solution to the variational problem 
where a(z) is the beam width of the Gaussian amplitude distribution, E 0 is the amplitude at the central position of r = z = 0, k i is the absorption coefficient, b is the decentred parameter, also called the normalized modal parameter,
is the spatial chirp and φ(z) is the phase of laser beam. Using the ansatz, with expression for E as trial function into the Lagrangian L of Eq. (5.15), we can integrate L to obtain:
We have arrived at a reduced variational problem. We solve the integration in Eq. (5.18) making use of some standard integrals to get:
etc. and following the procedure of (Anderson & Bonnedal (1979) ; Saini & Gill (2006)) making use of Euler-Lagrange equations, we obtain the following equations:
Multiplying Eq. (5.20) by E 0 and Eq. (5.21) by E * 0 both sides. By addition and subtraction of resulting equations respectively, we get:
Substituting Eq. (5.24) into Eq. (5.22), we obtain:
Substituting Eqs. (5.26 -5.27 ) into Eq. (5.25), we arrive at the following equation for a:
Finally, the phase φ(z) of amplitude E 0 (z) is obtained by using E 0 (z) =| E 0 | e ιφ from Eq. (5.22), also using equation (5.28):
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After normalization using η = cz ωa 2 0 , we arrive at the following equations for a n , φ:
is the normalized absorption coefficient.
Self-trapped mode
For an initially plane wave front, a = a 0 = a e , 
, is the initial dimensionless beam width parameter.
The nature of self-focusing is further highlighted through the critical curves.
cosh-Gaussian beam undergoes self-focusing when the condition ter, a n < 1 corresponds to self-focusing and a n > 1 is the result of diffractional dominance over all other terms leading to defocusing of laser beam. However, as mentioned in introduction, long distance of several Rayleigh lengths (R d ) are prerequisite for novel applications of laser produced plasma. In Figure 5 .1, the plot of normalized beam width parameter, a n with dimensionless distance of propa- However, situation changes drastically in Figure 5 .3, where we have plotted normalized beam width parameter, a n as a function of dimensionless distance of propagation, η for b = 2 with varying k investigation and does not show oscillatory character. This is due to the fact that R.H.S. of Eq. (5.31) for b = 0 depends only on α 2 | E 0 | 2 and k ′ i maintaining a linear relationship. We can also calculate the regularised phase, φ reg defined as:
(5.33)
In the linear limit, (α 2 | E 0 | 2 = 0) the phase will have a more rapid growth during the propagation. But the presence of nonlinear forces counteract the diffraction and tend to keep the pulse intensity higher in the plasma medium.
However, if we calculate the regularised phase, it always has a negative value. This is the consequence of frequency chirp as the time derivative of the phase will have same sign as in the case of conventional plane wave. Thus, the red will always lead blue in the super continuum. Figure 5 .6 displays the plot of regularised phase versus η. This feature confirms the finding of (Karlsson et al. 
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